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Newlyweds Aditya Narayan and Shweta Aggarwal had fun at the wedding with family and friends. A couple who tied the knot in an intimate but sumptuous wedding ceremony with just 50 guests in attendance invited their friends from the industry to their wedding reception. The Narayan family was joined by Govinda, Punit Pathak, Bharti Singh and Haarsh Limbachiyaa on a special evening on December 2
to celebrate Aditya's marriage. Photos and video from the reception now went viral, where singer Udit Narayan danced to his song Mehndi laga ke rakhna from DDLJ with his wife Deepa Narayan in a special surprise for their son and daughter. Aditya also danced Salman Khan's song Sajan ji ghar aaye from Kuch Kuch Hota Hai and charmed guests. Bharti and Haarsh, where they spotted getting clicked
with guests the evening after their recent run-in with the law, while Govinda and Punit were seen posing with the couple in a group photo. Udit Narayan has previously revealed that he has extended the wedding reception invitation to several Bollywood stars, including Amitabh Bachchan. Ranveer Singh, Deepika Padukone, Dharmendra, Shatrugan Sinha m.in. He also invited Prime Minister Narendra Modi,
but the singer wasn't sure how many would be able to attend because of the ongoing pandemic. Aditya and Shweta tied the knot after dating for a decade and have been together since they met on the set of Vikram Bhatt's Shaapit. Aditya Narayan and Shewta Agarwal at a wedding in Mumbai had a great affair with a number of celebrities from the entertainment industry in attendance at the feature. Several
stars like Govinda, Bharti Singh, Haarsh Limbachiyaa and others grooved at Aditya and Shweta's wedding reception. Meanwhile, adorable photos and videos of the event are now viral on social media. Read moreSeeing actress Sanjana Sanghi, who debuted opposite the late actor Sushant Singh Rajput, has started shooting the upcoming film Om: Battle in. The actress will share screen space with Aditya
Roy Kapoor. The actress took to her social media handle and shared photos from the sets. Read moreRead less AadithyaDirected byK. N. LokachandranProducted byM. P. Ravi Vinay KumarWritten byK. N. LokachandranStarringShiva Rajkumar Neelam RubainaaArchanaMusic byRajesh RamanathCinematographyVijay GopalEdy byS. ManoharProductioncompany Creative Media ProductionsRelease
date October 18, 1996 (1996-10-18) Duration139 minutesCountryIndiaLanguageKannada Aadithya is a 1996 Indian action drama written and directed by K. N. Lokachandran. It stars Shiva Rajkumar, Neelam, Rubainaa and Madhu Bangarappa. Rajesh Ramanath captured the score and soundtrack of the film, and the pictures were by Vijay Gopal. Cast Shiva Rajkumar as Barrister Aadithya Rubainaa as
Manjula Neelam as Neelam (guest) Madhu Bangarappa as Sivasakthi Archana as Sharada Umashree as Pankaja Tara Pankaja Tara Tara Anu Bharath Doddanna as Yeluru Venkata's criminal lawyer Ramana Satyajith as Satyajith Criminal Lawyer Rekha Das Honnavalli Krishna as Aadithya Dayanand Soundtrack The soundtrack of the film was composed by Rajesh Ramanatha. [2] Audio On: Akash Audio
Track listingNo.TitleLyricsSinger(s)Length1. Yavva YavvaV. ManoharSuresh Peters, K. S. Chithra 2. Preethi EmbuvaM. N. Vyasa RaoRajesh Krishnan, K. S. Chithra 3. Beauty Entha BeautyShyamsundar KulkarniMano, K. S. Chithra 4. Lollypop LollypopShyamsundar KulkarniMano, K. S. Chithra 5. Dhak Dhak HeartbeatShyamsundar KulkarniMano, K. S. Chithra] 6. Kavyavu Hosa KavyavuShyamsundar
KulkarniRajkumar 7. Rambhe Ee Vayyarada RambheSrirangaB. Jayashree &amp; Rajesh Krishnan References ^ Shivarajkumar Century - 100 Films List. Super good videos. 17 December 2014 Archived from the original on December 17, 2014 ↑ Song List This article about kannada's 1990s film. You can help Wikipedia by extending it.vte Downloaded from AadithyaDirected byK. N.
LokachandranProducted byM. P. Ravi Vinay KumarWritten byK. N. LokachandranStarringShiva Rajkumar Neelam RubainaaArchanaMusic byRajesh RamanathCinematographyVijay GopalEdy byS. ManoharProductioncompany Creative Media ProductionsRelease date October 18, 1996 (1996-10-18) Duration139 minutesCountryIndiaLanguageKannada Aadithya is a 1996 Indian action drama written and
directed by K. N. Lokachandran. It stars Shiva Rajkumar, Neelam, Rubainaa and Madhu Bangarappa. Rajesh Ramanath captured the score and soundtrack of the film, and the pictures were by Vijay Gopal. Cast Shiva Rajkumar as Barrister Aadithya Rubainaa as Manjula Neelam as Neelam (guest) Madhu Bangarappa as Sivasakthi Archana as Sharada Umashree as Pankaja Tara as Inspector Anu
Bharath Do ddanna as Yeluru Venkata's criminal lawyer Ramana Satyajith as Satyajith Criminal Lawyer Rekha Das Honnavalli Krishna as Aadithya Dayanand's father Soundtrack The soundtrack to the film was composed by Rajesh Ramanath. [2] Audio On: Akash Audio Track listingNo.TitleLyricsSinger(s)Length1. Yavva YavvaV. ManoharSuresh Peters, K. S. Chithra 2. Preethi EmbuvaM. N. Vyasa
RaoRajesh Krishnan, K. S. Chithra 3. Beauty Entha BeautyShyamsundar KulkarniMano, K. S. Chithra 4. Lollypop LollypopShyamsundar KulkarniMano, K. S. Chithra 5. Dhak Dhak HeartbeatShyamsundar KulkarniMano, K. S. Chithra] 6. Kavyavu Hosa KavyavuShyamsundar KulkarniRajkumar 7. Rambhe Ee Vayyarada RambheSrirangaB. Jayashree &amp; Rajesh Krishnan References ^ Shivarajkumar
Century - 100 Films List. Super good videos. 17 December 2014 Archived from the original on December 17, 2014 ↑ Song List This article about kannada's 1990s film. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte Downloaded from Actors Aditya Roy Kapur and Sanjana on Thursday began shooting the Om- Battle under. Billed as a feature of large-scale action, the film is directed by Kapil Verma and
supported by Zee Studios, Ahmed Khan and Shaira Khan.Kapur took to Instagram and shared a clapboard photo of the first day of the shoot. And the journey begins! Om, my next video of @sanjanasanghi96. Production: @zeestudiosofficial, @khan_ahmedasas and @shairaahmedkhan and directing @itskapilverma! #Summer2021. Shooting begins - he signed the photo. Sanghi also shared photos from
the set on Instagram and wrote: 'Our beautiful journey is getting started! Day 1 with the best @adityaroykapur. The most fueled for my next action thriller Om: Battle in the Middle, she added. The film is also to be filmed abroad, and the creators are currently scouting for international locations. While Kapur was last seen in Ludo Anurag Basu, Sanghi debuted with Sushant Singh Rajput starrer starrer
romantic drama Dil Bechara. Kiara Advani and Aditya Seal starrer Indoo Ki Jawani makes all the right sounds from the music album be it sawan recreation mein lag gayi aag or the recently released track Dil Tera. Oscillating between the 60s and 90s in Bollywood, Dil Tera definitely nailed the responsive iconic look of every era and the jazzy retro number has a way to rise on you in almost three minutes of
track. From the play shammi Kapoor and Sharmila Tagore looks from Kashmir Ki Kali, Praveen Babi from the disco era to Urmila Matondkar and Aamir Khan's Rangeela looks like two stars in a song will really take you back in time with styling and choreography. As for the song itself, Benny Dayal and Neeti Mohan's smooth voices perfectly guide us through this retro track. Indoo Ki Jawani will hit cinemas
on December 11 after a significant delay in the schedule. The video is the story of a Delhi girl who finds herself on a date on an app called Dinder and in case of mistaken identity finds herself giving a refugee to a guy from Pakistan while news of terrorist attacks makes headlines in the news. The film is a romantic comedy directed by Abir Sengupta. After an intimate wedding, Aditya Narayan and Shewta
Agarwal hosted a star-studded wedding party in Mumbai. The event was attended by many prominent personalities from the entertainment industry. Meanwhile, adorable photos and videos of the event are now viral on social media. Watch the video to learn more. Read moreCzyń Less Aditya Narayan and Shweta Agarwal wedding celebrations began at a high level with Aditya dancing with her father and
singer Udit Narayan in the baraat. Several photos and videos of their wedding celebrations were doing the rounds on social media. Now, several new photos of the couple from their Jaimaal have hit the internet. In one of the photos you can see the couple posing together, sitting after Jaimaal. Dressed in ivory lehenga with a light pink dupata, Shweta looks elegant while Aditya can also be seen Ivory white
sherwani with turban, looking handsome as always! Read moreSeeers less
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